
 Appendix 1 
NST Part II Astrophysics 

Guide to Class Boundary Construction 

1. The examiners mark the questions numerically with a quality mark α or β if a certain standard is reached.
The examiners are free to choose this standard depending on the question but normally a numerical mark on 
part (i) of 5–7 is awarded a β while 8–10 is awarded an α.  On part (ii) 10–14 is normally awarded two βs and 
15–20 two αs. 

The numerical marks and quality marks are used to produce a plot of total marks versus quality marks for all 
candidates. Also plotted as reference are the class boundaries for (at least) the previous two years.  

2. The quality marks and total marks per candidate are compared to the previous two years to gain an insight
into whether the examination is easier or more difficult.  The examiners explicitly consider cohort tracking.  In 
Part IB, the results of the ensemble of candidates are known.  If the class lines for previous years indicate a 
very different result for the ensemble, then this suggests that the examination may have been too hard or too 
easy.  The locations of the highest and lowest performing candidates can also give insight into the relative 
difficulty of the examination. 

3. The dividing lines between firsts and upper-seconds, upper-seconds and lower-seconds and lower-seconds
and thirds are adjusted in the light of these considerations.  The dividing lines may be moved slightly upward 
or downward depending on whether the exam is judged harder or easier than in previous years.  It is 
undesirable for the dividing lines to separate strongly clustered candidates on the total marks versus quality 
marks plot. 

4. Candidates just below a boundary are viva'd, together with calibration candidates whose class is not in
doubt. 

5. The examiners now consider scenarios in which any candidate may have been disadvantaged by
typographical errors or other issues arising in the examination.  If necessary the locations of candidates 
including and excluding marks from the disputed question, or even papers, are considered and the examiners 
look to see if any candidate moves across class boundaries.  The candidates’ identities are then revealed. 

6. The vivas are conducted by the Senior Examiner and the External Examiner.  Candidates receive a viva mark,
in addition to their regular marks.  If the viva mark is sufficiently good, then a candidate may go up a class.  
Candidates cannot be disadvantaged by the viva. 
7. Final NST Marks and Classes having been agreed, the Class List is produced and signed by the examiners.

Martin Haehnelt (Senior Examiner 2017) 

Institute of Astronomy Part II Astrophysics
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